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A Compact Encoding of Rectangular Drawings with Efficient
Query Supports
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SUMMARY A rectangular drawing is a plane drawing in which every
face is a rectangle. In this paper we give a simple encoding scheme for
rectangular drawings. Given a rectangular drawing R with maximum de-
gree 3, our scheme encodes R with 5

3 m+o(n) bits where n is the number of
vertices of R and m is the number of edges of R. Also we give an algorithm
to supports a rich set of queries, including adjacency and degree queries on
the faces, in constant time.
key words: graph, algorithm, graph encoding, rectangular drawing, query
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1. Introduction

We wish to encode a given graph G into 0-1 binary string S
satisfying the following three conditions.
(1) S can be decoded to reconstruct G.
(2) The length of S is as short as possible.
(3) A variety of queries for G can be computed from S effi-
ciently.

For ordered trees, the following string S T of length
2(n − 1) bits has been known for a long time. (See Fig. 1.)
Given an ordered tree T we traverse T starting at the root
with depth first manner. If we go down an edge then we
code it with ‘0’, and if we go up an edge then we code it
with ‘1’. Thus, any n-vertex ordered tree T has a string S T

of length 2(n − 1) bits, as shown in Fig. 1. Then, (1) S T

can be decoded to reconstruct T , and (2) the length of S T is
2(n− 1) bits. However it seems to be impossible to compute
efficiently, say in O(1) time, whether two designated vertices
of T are adjacent or not. However, by appending a string of
length o(n) bits to S T , one can compute the adjacency in
O(1) time [7], [8].

On the other hand, the number of ordered trees with
n vertices is known as the Catalan number Cn−1, and it is
defined as Cn =

1
(n+1)

(2n)!
n!n! in [12, p.145]. For example, the

number of ordered trees with four vertices is C4−1 = 5, as
depicted in Fig. 1. Since each ordered tree with n vertices
must correspond to a distinct string, the average length of
S T is at least log Cn−1 = 2n − o(n) bits for S T [2], [7], [8].

Thus, the length of S T above is asymptotically optimal.
Also, for plane graphs many encoding schemes are

known [1], [2], [6]–[8], [11], [13]. Among them Chuang et
al. [2] gives a scheme to encode a maximal planar graph
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Fig. 1 String S T for ordered tree T .

Fig. 2 Based rectangular drawings with exactly three inner faces.

into a string of length 2m + n + o(n) bits with supporting
adjacency and degree queries in O(1) time, where n is the
number of vertices and m is the number of edges.

In this paper we design an encoding scheme for rectan-
gular drawings. A rectangular drawing is a plane drawing in
which every face is a rectangle. A based rectangular draw-
ing is a rectangular drawing with one designated base line
segment on the outer face. For instance, there are six based
rectangular drawings with three faces, as shown in Fig. 2.
Each base line segment is depicted by a thick line. Such
based rectangular drawings play an important role in many
applications, including VLSI floorplanning [4]. Since the
size of modern VLSI is extremely huge, a compact repre-
sentation for VLSI is needed. Note that, if a graph has a
vertex with degree five or more, then the graph has no rect-
angular drawing. Also, if a graph has a degree 4 vertex v,
we can replace v by two degree 3 vertices connected by an
edge of zero length (although it introduces more vertices).
Also note that each of the four corner vertices on the outer
face always has degree two. We assume there are no other
vertices with degree two, since they are redundant. Thus we
can assume that the degree of every inner vertex is three, as
in most literatures [4], [9], [14]. This convention simplifies
discussions.

The main result of the paper is as follows. Given a
based rectangular drawing R with n vertices and m edges,
we give a scheme to encode R into a string S satisfying the
following three conditions (1)–(3).
(1) S can be decoded to reconstruct R,
(2) the length of S is 5

3 m + o(n), and
(3) a variety of queries on the faces for R can be computed
from S in O(1) time.

Our strategy is as follows.
Given a based rectangular drawing R, we first compute
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Fig. 3 The encoding scheme.

the planar dual DR of R (See Fig. 3(b)). Note that each edge
of DR corresponds to either vertical or horizontal adjacency
between a pair of adjacent faces. Since every inner vertex of
R has degree three, every inner face of DR is a triangle.

If we use an encoding scheme for maximal planar
graphs in [2], we can encode DR into a string of length
2m + n + o(n) = 7

3 m + o(n) bits. However we lose the in-
formation that each edge corresponds to whether vertical or
horizontal adjacency, so we cannot reconstruct R.

In our strategy we classify the edges of DR into the
following two types. (1) The edges corresponding to verti-
cal adjacency of faces. (These are depicted by thick lines
in Fig. 3(c).) (2) The edges corresponding to horizontal
adjacency of faces. (These are depicted by thin lines in
Fig. 3(c).) Then we choose a spanning tree T of the graph in-
duced by the edges in (1), and we further classify the edges
of (1) into either (1a) edges included in T or (1b) others
(See Fig. 3(d)). Finally we only store the edges of (1a) and
(2) into a string S R of length 5

3 m bits, and we show that S R

is enough to reconstruct R. Then we also design a string S A

of length o(n) bits to compute a variety of queries on the
faces in O(1) time. Finally let S = concat(S R, S A), where
concat(S R, S A) is the concatenation of the two strings S R

and S A.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

gives some definitions. Section 3 gives our encoding scheme
for a given based rectangular drawing R into a string S R.
Section 4 explains for S A and how to support some basic
queries efficiently. Section 5 explains how to support an
adjacency query efficiently. Section 6 treats a degree query.
Section 7 shows how to reconstruct R from S . Finally Sect. 8
is a conclusion.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we give some definitions.

Let G be a connected graph. A tree is a connected
graph with no cycle. A rooted tree is a tree with one ver-
tex r chosen as its root. An ordered tree is a rooted tree with
fixed orderings for siblings.

A drawing of a graph is plane if it has no two edges
intersect geometrically except at a vertex to which they are
both incident. A plane drawing divides the plane into con-
nected regions called faces. The unbounded face is called
the outer face, and other faces are called inner faces. We re-
gard the contour of a face as the clockwise cycle formed by
the vertices and edges on the boundary of the face. A graph
is planar if it has a plane drawing. A plane graph is a pla-
nar graph with a fixed planar drawing. Let n be the number
of vertices of a graph, m be the number of edges, and f be
the number of faces. Since every face is enclosed by at least
three edges and every edge is on the contours of exactly two
faces, we have 3 f ≤ 2m for any plane graph. The inequality
and Euler’s formula n − m + f = 2 means that m ≤ 3n − 6
holds for any plane graph.

A rectangular drawing is a plane drawing in which ev-
ery face (including the outer face) is a rectangle. See some
examples in Fig. 2. Note that a graph with maximum de-
gree five or more does not have any rectangular drawing.
A based rectangular drawing is a rectangular drawing with
one designated base line segment on the contour of the outer
face. The designated base line segment is called the base,
and we always draw the base as the lowermost horizontal
line segment of the drawing. For examples, all based rect-
angular drawings with three inner faces are shown in Fig. 2,
in which each base is depicted by a thick line.

Two faces F1 and F2 are ns-adjacent (north-south ad-
jacent) if they share a horizontal line segment on their con-
tours. Two faces F1 and F2 are ew-adjacent (east-west ad-
jacent) if they share a vertical line segment on their con-
tours. If two based rectangular drawings P1 and P2 have
a one-to-one correspondence between faces preserving ns-
and ew-adjacency, and in which each base corresponding to
the other, then we say that P1 and P2 are isomorphic.

In rectangular drawing, vertex v with degree three is
w-missing (west missing) if v has edges to top, bottom,
and right. Similarly we define e-missing, n-missing and s-
missing. Note that every vertex with degree three is either
w-missing, e-missing, n-missing or s-missing.

3. The String of a Rectangular Drawing

In this section, given a based rectangular drawing R, we de-
sign a string S R for R such that (1) S R can be decoded to
reconstruct R, and (2) the length of S R is 5

3 m+ 22
3 bits, where

m is the number of edges of R. In the next section, by using
an additional string S A of length o(n) bits, we explain how
to compute some queries for R in O(1) time. The details of
S A are shown in the next section.

We now need some definitions.
Let R be a based rectangular drawing. By rotating R

either 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees in clockwise, respectively,
one can have four based rectangular drawings. Without loss
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of generality, we can assume that R is the based rectangular
drawing with the maximum number of s-missing vertices
among the four rotated drawings. Because, otherwise, we
can first rotate R so that it has the maximum number of s-
missing vertices, and store the amount of rotation in two
bits, and preprocess each query with this rotation informa-
tion.

We have the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Let nS be the number of s-missing vertices.
Then, nS ≥ n−4

4 holds, where n is the number of vertices
of R.

Proof. The four corners of the outer rectangle of R have
degree two, and all other vertices have degree three. Each
vertex with degree three is either w-, e-, n- or s-missing.
Since nS is the largest, nS ≥ n−4

4 holds. Q.E.D.
Now we give a encoding scheme of a based rectangu-

lar drawing. As we mentioned in Sect. 1, the idea of our
encoding scheme is shown in Fig. 3.

We compute the planar dual DR of R as follows. First,
by extending the uppermost and lowermost horizontal line
segments, we divide the outer face of R into four faces, those
are west, east, north and south faces. See Fig. 3(b). Then we
put a vertex in each face of R, and we connect two vertices
by an edge if the corresponding two faces are adjacent. See
Fig. 3(b). Note that each of the divided four outer faces is
also replaced with a vertex.

Then, we classify the edges of DR into two subsets of
edges as follows. Note that each edge of DR corresponds
to some adjacency of two faces of R, and it is either ns-
adjacency or ew-adjacency. Let ENS be the set of edges of
DR corresponding to some ns-adjacency, and EEW be the
set of edges corresponding to some ew-adjacency. (See
Fig. 3(c).) Let DNS be the subgraph of DR induced by the
edges in ENS , and DEW be the subgraph of DR induced by
the edges in EEW .

Next, we further classify the edges in ENS into two sub-
sets of edges as follows. For each face f of R let p( f ) be the
westmost face among the faces locating on the north side
of f . We call p( f ) the parent face of f . Especially for the
(outer) north face fN , p( fN) is not defined. Let ET

NS be the set
of edges corresponding to the adjacency between some face
f and p( f ). Now ET

NS induces a spanning tree of DR. Let
TNS be the spanning tree. An example is shown in Fig. 3(d),
in which TNS is drawn by thick lines, while the edges in
ENS − ET

NS is drawn by dashed lines.
We are going to construct the string S 1 from TNS , then

the string S 2 from TNS and DEW , then finally construct the
string S R = concat(S 1, S 2) for R, where concat(S 1, S 2) is
the concatenation of the two strings S 1 and S 2.

First we construct S 1 as follows. (It is identical string
for an ordered tree mentioned in Sect. 1.) Starting at the
vertex corresponding to the north face, we traverse TNS with
depth first manner. If we go down an edge then we code it
with ‘(’, and if we go up an edge then we code it with ‘)’.
Let S

′
1 be the resulting string. Let S 1 = (S

′
1), that is the

Fig. 4 The string S R = concat(S 1 , S 2) for a rectangular drawing in
Fig. 3.

string obtained from S
′
1 by adding ‘(’ at the head and ‘)’ at

the end. (Actually, we encode each ‘(’ to ‘0’ and each ‘)’
to ‘1’, respectively.) Fig. 4 shows a string S 1 of Fig. 3. The
i-th ‘(’ and its matching parenthesis ‘)’ in S 1 correspond to
the i-th vertex of TNS in preorder. (See Figs. 3 and 4.)

Next we construct S 2 as follows.
We first construct S

′
2 from S 1 as follows. We replace

each i-th ‘(’ with |west(i)| of consecutive ‘]’s, and its match-
ing parenthesis ‘)’ with |east(i)| of consecutive ‘[’s, where
west(i) is the set of faces locating on the west side of fi cor-
responding to the i-th vertex of TNS in preorder, and east(i)
is the set of faces locating on the east side of fi. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 3, west(5) = { f2} and east(5) = { f6, f7}. Since
west(1) = west(2) = west(3) = ∅ and east(1) = east(3) =
east( f + 3) = ∅ hold, they have no corresponding string,
where f is the number of faces of R. Note that every inner
face fi of R satisfies |west(i)| ≥ 1 and |east(i)| ≥ 1. The
|west(i)| of consecutive ‘]’s in S

′
2 correspond to the |west(i)|

of ew-adjacencies between faces in west(i) and fi. Also the
k-th ‘]’ among the |west(i)| of consecutive ‘]’s corresponds
to the k-th ew-adjacency of fi to west in counter clockwise
order starting from north. Similarly, the |east(i)| of con-
secutive ‘[’s correspond to the |east(i)| of ew-adjacencies
between faces in east(i) and fi. Also the k-th ‘[’ among
the |east(i)| of consecutive ‘[’s corresponds to the k-th ew-
adjacency of fi to east in counter clockwise order starting
from south. Note that, since TNS is a tree, S

′
2 has a nested

structure. (We will explain a reason in Sect. 5.)
Next we construct S 2 from S

′
2 as follows. We replace

each consecutive |west(i)| of ‘]’s with one ‘1’ followed by
(|west(i)| − 1) of consecutive ‘0’s. Similarly, we replace
each consecutive |east(i)| of ‘[’s with one ‘1’ followed by
(|east(i)| − 1) of consecutive ‘0’s. An example is shown in
Fig. 4. Note that each ‘1’ corresponds to the border of some
west(i) or east(i). Also note that no information of edges in
ENS − ET

NS is stored.
Now we estimate the length of S R = concat(S 1, S 2).

Let n be the number of vertices of R, m be the number of
edges of R, and f be the number of faces of R. Then DR has
m + 4 edges, because we extend the uppermost and lower-
most horizontal line segments of R. Since the four corners
on the outer face of R have degree two, and all other vertices
have degree three, the following equation holds.
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2m = 3(n − 4) + 2 · 4 (1)

First we estimate the length of S 1. The string S
′
1 stores the

pair of ‘(’ and ‘)’ for each edge of TNS , then by adding two
more bits we have S 1. Thus |S 1| = 2|ET

NS | + 2.
Next we estimate the length of S 2. Since the pair of

‘[’ and ‘]’ is stored for each edge corresponding to some
ew-adjacency, |S 2| = 2|EEW | = 2((m + 4) − |ENS |) holds.

Therefore,

|S R| = |S 1| + |S 2|
= (2|ET

NS | + 2) + (2m + 8 − 2|ENS |)
= 2m + 10 − 2|ENS − ET

NS |
We have the following lemma.

Lemma 2: |ENS − ET
NS | = nS + 2, where nS is the number

of s-missing vertices of R.

Proof. We show that there is a one-to-one mapping between
s-missing vertices and edges in ENS − ET

NS . Assume that
face fa is located on the north side of face fb, and fa � p( fb)
holds. Let a and b be the vertices corresponding to fa and
fb. Then we can assign the lower-left corner x of the face fa,
which is s-missing, to the edge (a, b). Since the definition of
ET

NS implies that each vertex has at most one “downward”
edge in ENS − ET

NS , any duplication does not happen in the
assignment above. Since by the division of the outer face
we have created two of s-missing vertices to R, the claim
holds. Q.E.D.

By Lemma 2,

|S R| = 2m + 10 − 2|ENS − ET
NS | = 2m + 10 − 2(nS + 2)

By Lemma 1,

|S R| ≤ 2m + 10 − 2

(
n − 4

4
+ 2

)
= 2m − n

2
+ 8

By equation (1), |S R| ≤ 5
3 m + 22

3 holds.
We will show that S R can be decoded to reconstruct R

in Sect. 7.

4. The Basic Queries

In this section we survey some basic queries for strings.
Let S [i, j] be the substring of S from position i to po-

sition j. We denote S [i, i] = S [i].
Let S 1 be the string in Sect. 3 consisting of ‘(’ and ‘)’.

Operation rank(S 1, i, () computes the number of ‘(’s up to
and including the position i in S 1. Operation select(S 1, k, ()
computes the position of the k-th ‘(’ in S 1. Note that, if
j = select(S 1, k, (), then k = rank(S 1, j, () holds. Similarly
we define rank(S 1, i, )) and select(S 1, k, )). For example,
if S 1 = ((())(()(()))()()), as shown in Fig. 4, then
rank(S 1, 6, () = 4 and select(S 1, 3, )) = 8.

Next, we define the balanced parentheses. The string
S a = () is balanced. Assume that two strings S b and S c are

balanced, then two strings S d = S bS c and S e = (S b) are
also balanced. In a balanced string there is a natural one-
to-one correspondence between ‘(’ and ‘)’. If S 1[i] = ‘(’
corresponds to S 1[ j] = ‘)’, we say that S 1[i] matches S 1[ j],
and we write match(S 1, i) = j and match(S 1, j) = i. If
match(S 1, i) = j, then match(S 1, j) = i holds.

Next we define enclose(S 1, i) in the following two
cases. If S 1[i] = ‘(’, then enclose(S 1, i) is the position of
‘(’ which immediately encloses the pair i and match(S 1, i).
Otherwise, S 1[i] = ‘)’, then enclose(S 1, i) is the position of
‘(’ which immediately encloses the pair match(S 1, i) and i.
For example, enclose(S 1, 9) = 6 in Fig. 4.

Next we define wrapped(S 1, i) in the following two
cases. If S 1[i] = ‘(’, then let c be the number of po-
sitions k in S 1 such that enclose(S 1, k) = i. Otherwise,
S 1[i] = ‘)’, then let c be the number of position k in S 1

such that enclose(S 1, k) = j, where j = match(S 1, i). In
both cases we define wrapped(S 1, i) = c.

The following lemma is known.

Lemma 3: ([1], [3], [5], [7], [8])
Given a balanced string S 1 of length 2n bits, using an

additional string S A
1 of o(n) bits, one can compute the fol-

lowing operations in O(1) time for each. One can construct
S A

1 in O(n) time.
(1) rank(S 1, i, () and rank(S 1, i, )) [3], [5].
(2) select(S 1, i, () and select(S 1, i, )) [3].
(3) match(S 1, i) [7], [8].
(4) enclose(S 1, i) [7], [8].
(5) wrapped(S 1, i) [1].

Each pair of ‘(’ and ‘)’ in S 1 corresponds to a vertex
of DR. The i-th vertex of TNS in preorder corresponds to the
i-th ‘(’ and its matching ‘)’.

Let S 2 be the string in Sect. 3. Then S 2 has a nested
structure. Similarly, we can define operations rank, select,
match, enclose and wrapped for S 2.

Also we add some basic operations for S 2.
By definition, S 2 can be divided into (|S 1| − 6) sub-

strings. (See Fig 4.) Let Li be the substring in S 2 corre-
sponding to west(i). We can find Li in S 2 as follows. As-
sume that select(S 1, i, () = a. Then, Li = S 2[select(S 2, a −
4, 1), select(S 2, a − 3, 1)) − 1] holds. For example, in Fig. 4,
if i = 5, then a = select(S 1, 5, () = 7. Since the first
four characters in S 1 have no corresponding substring in S 2

(See Fig. 4), L5 begin at the position of (7 − 4)-th ‘1’ in S 2.
Thus, L5 begin at position select(S 2, 7 − 4, 1) = 4. Also,
L5 ends at position select(S 2, 7 − 4 + 1, 1) − 1, because the
next substring begin at position select(S 2, 7 − 4 + 1, 1) in
S 2. Hence L5 = S 2[4, 4]. Note that each Li in S 2 start
with ‘1’, and each ‘1’ is a starting position for some Li.
Li corresponds to the |west(i)| = |Li| of ew-adjacency be-
tween each face in west(i) and the fi corresponding to the
i-th vertex. Also the k-th ‘]’ in Li corresponds to the k-th
ew-adjacency of fi to west in counter clockwise order start-
ing from north. In particular, the pair of the first ‘]’, at po-
sition p1 = select(S 2, a − 4, 1), and its matching ‘[’, at po-
sition p2 = match(S 2, p1), corresponds to the ew-adjacency
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between face fi and face fWN , where fWN is the northmost
(= N) face among the faces locating on the west (= W) side
of fi. Let v j be the vertex corresponding to face fWN . Then,
we write fWN(i) = j. We can compute fWN(i) as follows.

fWN(i) = rank(S 1,match(S 1, rank(S 2, p2, 1) + 4), ()

holds. For example, if i = 8 in Figs. 3 and 4, p1 = 12,
p2 = 11 and fWN(8) = 4 hold. Similarly, let fWS be the
southmost (= S ) face among the faces locating on the west
(= W) side of fi. Then,

fWS (i) = rank(S 1,match(S 1, rank(S 2,match(S 2,

select(S 2, a − 3, 1) − 1), 1) + 4), ()

holds. For example, if i = 8 in Figs. 3 and 4, select(S 2, a −
3, 1) = 14, match(S 2, select(S 2, a − 3, 1) − 1) = 10 and
fWS (8) = 6 hold.

Similarly, let Ri be the substring in S 2 correspond-
ing to east(i). We can find Ri in S 2 as follows. As-
sume select(S 1, i, () = a and match(S 1, a) = b. Then
Ri = S 2[select(S 2, b − 4, 1), select(S 2, b − 3, 1) − 1] holds.
Ri corresponds to the |east(i)| = |Ri| of ew-adjacency be-
tween each face in east(i) and the fi corresponding to the
i-th vertex. Also the k-th ‘[’ in Ri corresponds to the k-th
ew-adjacency of fi to east in counter clockwise order start-
ing from south. Let fEN and fES be the northmost and south-
most faces among the faces locating on the east side of fi,
respectively. Then similarly,

fEN(i) = rank(S 1, rank(S 2,match(S 2,

select(S 2, b − 3, 1) − 1), 1) + 4, (),

and

fES (i) = rank(S 1, rank(S 2,match(S 2,

select(S 2, b − 4, 1)), 1) + 4, ()

hold.

Lemma 4: Given a balanced string S R of length 2n bits,
using an additional string S A of o(n) bits, one can compute
Li, Ri, fWN(i), fWS (i), fEN(i) and fES (i) in O(1) time. One
can construct S A in O(n) time.

Proof. It is trivial by Lemma 3. Q.E.D.
Let w be a lower-left corner of face fi corresponding to

the i-th vertex. Then, w is either s-missing or w-missing. If
w is s-missing, we write s-miss(i,WS ) = True. Otherwise,
s-miss(i,WS ) = False. We can compute s-miss(i,WS ) as
follows. If fES ( fWS (i)) = i, then s-miss(i,WS ) = True,
otherwise, s-miss(i,WS ) = False. We have the following
lemma.

Lemma 5: For each four corner of a face, one can compute
which direction is missing in O(1) time.

5. The Adjacency Query

In this section we explain how we can compute the adja-
cency query in O(1) time. We can compute such query with
a help of the additional string S A of o(n) bits.

Given two faces fi and f j of based rectangular drawing
R, we consider the following four adjacency queries.
(wa) f j ∈ west(i): Is face f j located on the west side of face
fi? (See Fig. 5(a).)
(ea) f j ∈ east(i): Is face f j located on the east side of face
fi? (See Fig. 5(b).)
(na) f j ∈ north(i): Is face f j located on the north side of
face fi? (See Fig. 5(c).)
(sa) f j ∈ south(i): Is face f j located on the south side of face
fi? (See Fig. 5(d).)

Let Li be the substring in S 2 corresponding to west(i),
and Rj be the substring in S 2 corresponding to east( j). Let
DR be the planar dual of R.

We first consider query (wa).
We can observe that f j ∈ west(i) if and only if some ‘[’

in Rj matches some ‘]’ in Li. Such a pair can be efficiently
computed as follows.

Assume that Rj = S 2[a, b] and Li = S 2[c, d]. Without
loss of generality one can assume that a < b < c < d. We
have the following three cases.
Case 1: match(S 2, d) > b.

None ‘]’ in Li matches any ‘[’ in Rj. Hence f j �
west(i).
Case 2: a ≤ match(S 2, d) ≤ b.

In this case S 2[d] matches some ‘[’ in Rj. Hence f j ∈
west(i).
Case 3: match(S 2, d) < a.

We have two subcases.
Case 3(a): match(S 2, a) < c.

None ‘[’ in Rj matches any ‘]’ in Li. Thus f j � west(i).
Case 3(b): c ≤ match(S 2, a) < d.

In this case S 2[a] matches some ‘]’ in Li. Hence f j ∈
west(i).

Therefore, we can compute query (wa) in O(1) time.
The computation for query (ea) is symmetric to query

(wa). So we omit the detail for (ea).

Next we consider for (na). If f j is the parent face of
fi, f j ∈ north(i). Otherwise, we have to compute whether
f j is located on the north side of fi by the edge in ENS −
ET

NS . Note that no information for the edges in ENS −ET
NS is

stored (directly) in S 1 or S 2. However, we can compute the
adjacency query (na) in the following way.

First we show that the nested structure of S 2 corre-
sponds to an inclusion structure of regions of planar dual
DR. We need some definitions. Let {v1, v2, . . . , v f+3} be the
set of vertices of DR. vi is the i-th vertex of TNS in preorder.
The root v1 of TNS corresponds to the north (outer) face. For
each edge e = (vi, vk) ∈ EEW we assign the following region
R(vi, vk) of DR as follows. Let Pi be the path in TNS from vi
to v1 and Pk be the path from vk to v1. Then R(vi, vk) is the
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Fig. 5 Illustration for how to compute the four adjacency queries.

Fig. 6 Illustration for query (na).

region enclosed by two pathes Pi, Pk, and edge e. Now we
show those regions have the nested structure, that means no
region include only a proper part of the other. Assume oth-
erwise that R(v j, vl) includes a proper part of R(vi, vk). Now
without loss of generality, we can assume vi is located proper
inside of R(v j, vl), and Pk is located outside of R(v j, vl). Then
edge (vi, vk) intersect some edge on the boundary of R(v j, vl),
a contradiction. By the planarity of DR, we have the follow-
ing lemma.

Lemma 6: R(vi, vk) properly includes R(v j, vl) if and only
if the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edge (vi, vk) encloses the pair of
‘[’ and ‘]’ for edge (v j, vl).

Proof. By the planarity of DR. Q.E.D.
Now let consider face f j which is locating on the north

side of fi but f j � p( fi). Assume k = fEN(i), and its corre-
sponding vertex is vk. Let u be the upper-right corner of fi. If
u is n-missing, we assume l = fWS ( j). (See Fig. 6(a).) Oth-
erwise we assume l = fES ( j). (See Fig. 6(b).) Let vl be the
l-th vertex of TNS in preorder. Each of the two edges (vi, vk)
and (v j, vl) represents some ew-adjacency. Let R

′
(vi, vk) be

the region obtained from region R(vi, vk) by eliminating the
face with edge (vi, vk) on its contour. Then the pair of ‘[’
and ‘]’ for edge (vi, vk) immediately encloses the pair of ‘[’
and ‘]’ for edge (v j, vl) if and only if the region R

′
(vi, vk) has

edge (v j, vl) on its contour.
We have the following lemma.

Lemma 7: Assume that face f j is not the parent face of fi.
Face f j is located on the north side of fi if and only if the
pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edge (vi, vk) immediately encloses the

pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edge (v j, vl). (See Fig. 6.)

Proof. (⇒) Since f j is located on the north side of fi, region
R(vi, vk) includes region R(v j, vl). (See Fig. 6.) Then the pair
of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for (vi, vk) encloses the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for
(v j, vl). In addition, when the face having edge (vi, vk) on its
contour is eliminated from R(vi, vk), (v j, vl) appears on the
contour of the resulting region. Thus the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’
for (vi, vk) immediately encloses the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for
(v j, vl).

(⇐) Since the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for (vi, vk) immedi-
ately encloses the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for (v j, vl), when the
face having edge (vi, vk) on its contour is eliminated from
R(vi, vk), (v j, vl) appears on the contour. Thus f j is located
on the north side of fi, as shown in Fig. 6. Note that each
of the two edges (vi, vk) and (v j, vl) corresponds to some ew-
adjacency. Q.E.D.

By Lemma 7, we can compute the query (na) in the
following way. We have the following two cases.

Case 1: f j is the parent face of fi.
f j ∈ north(i) holds. Note that, by using the enclose

operation in S 1, we can compute whether f j is the parent
face of fi or not in O(1) time.
Case 2: Otherwise.

By Lemma 7, the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edge (vi, vk)
immediately encloses the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edge (v j, vl)
if and only if f j ∈ north(i). Let u be the upper-right corner
of fi. We have the following two subcases. Assume that
a = match(S 1, select(S 1, i, ()), that is a is the position of ‘)’
for vi in S 1.
Case 2(a): u is n-missing. (See Fig. 6(a).)

In this case l = fWS ( j) holds. Assume b =

select(S 1, j, (). Then

enclose(S 2, select(S 2, b − 3, 1) − 1)

= select(S 2, a − 3, 1) − 1

if and only if f j ∈ north(i). Since select(S 2, b − 4, 1)
indicates the first ‘]’ among |west( j)| of consecutive ‘]’s,
select(S 2, b−3, 1) indicates the next character to |west( j)| of
consecutive ‘]’s. Thus select(S 2, b − 3, 1) − 1 indicates the
last ‘]’ among |west( j)| of consecutive ‘]’s. Note that the
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indicated ‘]’ above corresponds to edge (v j, vl).
Case 2(b): u is e-missing. (See Fig. 6(b).)

In this case l = fES ( j) holds. Similar to Case 2(a),
assume c = match(S 1, select(S 1, j, ()). Then

enclose(S 2, select(S 2, c − 4, 1)) = select(S 2, a − 3, 1) − 1

if and only if f j ∈ north(i).
Therefore we can compute query (na) in constant time.
Finally we consider for the query (sa). Face fi is lo-

cated on the north side of f j if and only if f j is located on
the south side of fi. Thus we can compute the query (sa) by
the query (na).

6. The Degree Query

In this section we explain how to compute the number of
neighbour faces in the designated direction. We can com-
pute such a query in O(1) time with a help of the additional
string S A of o(n) bits. We consider the following four degree
queries (wd), (ed), (nd) and (sd) for each direction.
(wd) |west(i)|: How many faces are located on the west side
of face fi?

In Sect. 3 we explained how to find Li in S 2. Since
|west(i)| = |Li|, we can compute the query (wd) in O(1) time.
(ed) |east(i)|: How many faces are located on the east side
of face fi?

The computation of query (ed) is symmetric to (wd).
So we omit the detail.
(nd) |north(i)|: How many faces are located on the north
side of face fi?

Let vi be the vertex corresponding to fi. Let fEN(i) = k
be the northmost face among faces locating on east side of
fi, and vk be its correponding vertex. Let g1, g2, . . . , g|north(i)|
be the faces locating on the north side of fi from west to east
order. Let vg1, v

g
2, . . . , v

g
|north(i)| be the vertices corresponding

to g1, g2, . . . , g|north(i)|, respectively. Note that face g1 is the
parent face of fi. Let u be the upper-right corner of fi. We
have the following two cases.

Case 1: u is n-missing. (See Fig. 6(a).)
Assume that the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ in S

′
2 for edge (vi, vk)

is at position a and b in S
′
2, respectively. Note that the

values of a and b can be computed in O(1) time by basic
queries. Then the pairs immediately enclosed by the pair
of S

′
2[a] and S

′
2[b] are only pairs of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edges

(vg1, v
g
2), (vg2, v

g
3), . . . , (vg|north(i)|−1, vg|north(i)|). Thus |north(i)| =

(wrapped(S 2, a)/2) + 1.
Case 2: u is e-missing. (See Fig. 6(b).)

Similar to Case 1, assume that the pair of ‘[’ and ‘]’ in
S
′
2 for edge (vi, vk) is at position a and b in S

′
2, respectively.

Then the pairs immediately enclosed by the pair of S
′
2[a]

and S
′
2[b] are only pairs of ‘[’ and ‘]’ for edges (vg1, v

g
2),

(vg2, v
g
3), . . . , (vg|north(i)|−1, v

g
|north(i)|), (v

g
|north(i)|, vk). Thus

|north(i)| = wrapped(S 2, a)/2.

Therefore we can compute query (nd) in O(1) time.
(sd) |south(i)|: How many faces are locating on the south

side of face fi?
Let w be the lower-left corner of fi. We have the fol-

lowing two cases.
Case 1: w is w-missing.

In this case, a face f is located on the south side of fi if
and only if its parent face is fi. Thus we need to compute the
number of faces with the parent face fi. Hence |south(i)| =
wrapped(S 1, select(S 1, i, ())/2. Therefore we can compute
|south(i)| in O(1) time.
Case 2: w is s-missing.

In this case there is exactly one face on the south side
of fi such that its parent face is not fi. Such a face is the
westmost face among the faces locating on the south side of
fi. For other faces the condition is similar to Case 1. Thus
|south(i)| = 1 + wrapped(S 1, select(S 1, i, ())/2. Hence we
can compute |south(i)| in O(1) time.

Therefore we can compute the number of neighbour
faces of fi in the designated direction in O(1) time. Thus we
can compute the degree of fi in O(1) time.

7. Reconstruction of R

Given the string S = concat(S R, S A) for a based rectangu-
lar drawing R, we can reconstruct R by using the queries in
Sects. 4 and 5. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Given the string S R of a based rectangular
drawing R, one can construct an additional string S A of o(n)
bits in O(n) time. Then one can reconstruct R from S in O(n)
time.

Proof. Proof by induction. If we know about all west and
north adjacencies for each 1, 2, . . . , (i − 1)-th face, we can
also compute west and north adjacencies for the i-th face in
O(|north(i)|+ |west(i)|) time by the queries. Thus the running
time of the algorithm is O(m) = O(n) in total. Q.E.D.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we designed a compact string S for a based
rectangular drawing. Given the string, we can (1) compute
the adjacency and degree queries on the faces in O(1) time
and (2) reconstruct the original based rectangular drawing R
from S in O(n) time. Also S supports a variety of queries
for R.

Let Nk be the number of based rectangular drawings
with k inner faces. By implementing an efficient enumera-
tion algorithm for based rectangular drawings, [9], [10] gave
N11 = 10948768. Thus at least 24 > log N11 = 23.5 bits are
needed to encode a based rectangular drawing with 11 inner
faces, while the total length of our string is 5 · 11 − 6 = 49
bits without S A. Thus we conjecture that there are still
many chances to reduce the length of the string. For N12 =

89346128, at least 27 > log N12 = 26.4 bits are needed for
a based rectangular drawing with 12 inner faces, while our
encoding needs 5 · 12 − 6 = 54 bits.

Our future work is to give more compact strings for
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based rectangular drawings with efficient query supports. A
lower bound of the length of the strings for based rectangu-
lar drawings is also needed to evaluate “the compactness” of
the strings.
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